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"I'm not in a hurry. Think about it." Conmobei finished, put his hands into the pockets
on both sides of his trousers, straightened up his broad back, and walked leisurely
toward his president's chair.

Kangmobei kindly gives Bai nianxi a few days to think about it. Bai nianxi is really
thinking about how to escape from kangmobei and lead to the free world.

Anyway, this time, she will never give in to the evil forces!

After the cover design works are handed in, it will take a period of time for the final
reply to be given. In the last few days, Bai nianxi becomes a full-time assistant of
commobei.

The recent fact is that there are too many high-level meetings within the company, and
business cooperation with other companies is also being discussed one after another.

Conmber is a bit of a maverick.

Mu Rushuang knocks on the door and comes in. After coming in, her eyes first fall on
the president's chair that Commodore north often sits on. "Isn't Kang in?"

Bai nianxi turned his head, "well, Kang and the boss of Shengshi group are talking
about things."

Mu Rushuang looked down at the information in his hand, thought about it, and said,
"assistant Bai, can I trouble you?"

"Nothing, you say."

"This information." Mu Rushuang came in and put the information on Bai nianxi's
desk. "It's about the cooperation project between Kang group and Mu group. It's very
important."

Bai nianxi takes a look, raises his head, and waits for mu Rushuang to finish.

"This information should have been checked and signed by Mr. Kang first, but Mr.



Kang is not here now, and this information is urgent, so do you think you can..."

"No, No." Bai nianxi thought that mu Rushuang had asked her to sign the documents
on her behalf again. He thought of the fear of being dominated by the board of
directors last time, and immediately refused.

Mu Rushuang was stunned at first, "Er, this information is not for you to sign on your
behalf. I just want you to send it to general manager Mu to sign. When you come back,
general manager Kang should be almost finished. At that time, you can ask general
manager Kang to sign it and then give it to me..."

"Forget it if it's not convenient for you." Mu Rushuang said, smiling and taking back
the document.

Bai nianxi felt a little impulsive and embarrassed about his actions. He said, "it's OK.
It's OK. I'm very convenient. It's very convenient."

"I just misunderstood the meaning of vice president Mu. I'm sorry."

Murushuang with a smile, did not say anything, "then trouble white assistant."

It is estimated that the meeting of komobi will be over in an hour. Bai nianxi thinks to
go and return quickly, holding the papers, he goes downstairs and takes a taxi.

The moose group building is not far away from the company in Kangmo north. There
is no traffic jam on the road. More than ten minutes later, Bai nianxi arrived at moose's
downstairs.

The building of Mu group is smaller than that of Kang group. After all, it's just a
branch of Mu group in China. It's said that Mu Si always asked someone to take over
before returning home.

Bai nianxi walked into the elevator, and the president's office was still on the top floor.

Kangmobei doesn't like to be disturbed, so there is only one secretary Xing beside him.
Unlike kangmobei, Musi has set up a secretariat of the president's office outside the
president's office, and you need to report before you go in and out.

Bai nianxi has already thought about the speech, and thinks that mu Rushuang should
have explained it in advance. It should not be too difficult to get in and out, but when
he walked into the Secretariat, he found that it was empty.

With doubts in his heart, he went directly to the door of Musi's office.



Exhale, inhale, knock.

Bai nianxi straightens his back and is waiting for the response of the people inside.
Suddenly, the door in front of him opens and a nice smell rushes into his nose.

It's different from the smell of conmber, but it has the same taste of male hormones.

Musi stood at the door with drooping eyes and a narrow smile in his eyes, "Miss Bai?"

As soon as he opened his mouth, Bai nianxi thought of the Munich stinky duck in the
star bar that day.

But she did not forget the purpose of this visit, and immediately put herself in the right
position, took out a professional attitude and good attitude and said, "general manager
mu."

After mousse came in, he closed the door of the office.

Mu Sili first took the document handed over by Bai nianxi, carefully looked through it,
then took the pen in the pen holder on the desk and signed the document.

Handed to Bai nianxi, "OK."

After Bai nianxi took the document, he turned to leave, and was stopped by mousse,
"Miss Bai is leaving now?"

"Is there anything else for Mr. mu?"

"I thought." Moussili said with a smile, "you're here for my afternoon tea."

Bai nianxi was about to shake his head. He heard Musi leave and said, "otherwise,
why would the great assistant to the president come to me in order to sign a
document?"

"Kang is not so poor that he can't even afford to hire an errand man?"

Bai nianxi carefully followed the truth. Yes, why should she come here in person? It's
mu Rushun. But why did mu Rushun let her run over? Do you?I took a look at Musi Li,
with doubts and glances in my eyes.

"So I thought Miss Bai was going to treat me to tea." Musi left the corner of his mouth
with a warm smile, took the coffee on the table and swallowed it.

"Or let me invite you. After all, it's not easy for Miss Bai to come all the way."



She seriously suspected that musili was behind the scenes.

"No, since the document has been signed, I will go back first. This document is
waiting for Mr. Kang to sign." Bai nianxi politely refuses and turns to walk out.

Musi looked at her leisurely, as if determined that she couldn't get out for a while.

"Sili, are you there?"

All of a sudden, there was a beautiful woman's voice outside.

Bai nianxi was stunned and turned to look at Mu Sili.

"Yes," he replied

"My fiancee." Musi Li puts down his coffee and says to Bai nianxi. His voice is very
weak, but his mouth shape is very obvious. Bai nianxi can recognize it.

Bai nianxi didn't say anything, but still walked forward.

"Then I'll come in." The woman outside seems to be pushing the door.

"Wait a minute." Mousse left to answer a way, the voice appears a little ambiguous, "I
haven't dressed yet."???

"Why aren't you dressed?"

"Oh, I just had a bath." Mu Sili talks, but his eyes are fixed on Bai nianxi.

Bai nianxi was frightened. Looking at the well-dressed Mu Sili, she didn't know what
tricks he was going to play. Only one thing, she knew very well.

Just now, under the premise of the dialogue created by musili, if she swaggers out of
musili's office again, it will really make the beautiful fiancee outside the door fantasize.

In addition, when she came in just now, there was no one in the Secretariat at the door.
No one could testify for her at all. This is a good play for the main room to catch
adulterers and prostitutes!

It's the right time, the right place and the right people!

Bai nianxi was in the same place, even the atmosphere did not dare to take a breath,
for fear that the woman outside the door would be heard, and her sad and confused



eyes looked at Mu Sili.

See him still faint smile, as if feel very interesting appearance.

"You let her go first, and I'll talk about it later." Bai nianxi said in an angry voice.

Moussili shook his head. "My fiancee is very annoying. If she hadn't seen me, she
wouldn't have left."

Bai nianxi's forehead is about to burst out in a cold sweat, "what should I do?"
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